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Growingmarket competition, evolving customer expectations and compliance pressures are among the
drivers that are pushing insurance leaders to embracemore efficient business strategies and practices. If
ever there was a time to adopt new technologies and leverage on capabilities, it is now. Businesses that
embrace new digital technologies with a focus to lower the operational cost, boost internal efficiency and
productivity, serve the customers better, and offer new personalised products and services are the ones
who are likely to sustain and survive in the long run.

Despite the changing times, and digital solutions finding a place across companies, there are companies
that still work with physical documents and this is industry agnostic. Insurance companies too rely heavily
on data, and the biggest challenge they face is not the dearth of data but learning to utilise this data in a
smart way and gain insights from this data andmake better informed business decisions. Being able to
handle the large volumes of data that comes in from customers is a challenge for the human taskforce.

Even though intense efforts go into automating integrations and development of APIs, there are
processes that still depend on documents and physical exchange of information. Some of the real world
examples are KYC verifications, payments/ invoice processing, contracts, and other related insurance
paperwork. The ideal world would contain all data neatly integrated, and structured. However, this level of
integration requires major overhaul of existing systems and processes. Apart from this, the traditional
legacy systems are not equipped to embrace this level of integration and generate documents. But there
is hope, with new technologies arising every passing day.

Data, the backbone of insurance industry

56%of chief information officers of insurance companies say
“increasing operational efficiencies” is the key business
issue for them to address across the value chain.
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Human resources is the backbone of any company, be it for creation, innovation or building connections.
But the mundane routine tasks can prove to be challenging if it relies on human interventions, making the
business leaders ask the question “What is the value add they bring to the table?”.

While humans were once the only available resources to complete all tasks, including routine tasks, the
possibility of errors andmistakes is quite high, which in turn impacts the delivery and customer
experience. It is therefore no surprise that repetitive tasks can be automated to achieve better outcomes.

For instance, consider the invoice processing functionality at a company. Large companies will deal with
several hundred suppliers, who in turn generate hundreds or thousands of invoices. These invoices need
to bemanually verified, interpreted, data extracted and fed into the system to initiate the payment
process. The entire workflow involves layers - approvals, budgets, payment authorisation, and accounting
department clearing the invoice before it can proceed to the next stage. Given the sheer volume of
invoices, imagine the amount of time it would take to complete the process? On the other hand, think
about the improvement in productivity that can be accomplished with automation of these systems?

Insurance companies across categories - Health, Property & Casualty, Life and others process
innumerable amounts of documents on a daily basis. These documents come in various formats - digital
or paper and span across the entire customer journey - onboarding to servicing to claims settlement.
Quite a few critical functions within the insurance business still depend on paper, starting with policy
submission, supporting documents to show proof of eligibility, claims application and any changes/
updates to the policy. While these documents are printed and handed over to the customer, they need to
fill them out and send them across to the insurer before it goes into the system.

Document processing is an intensive process and in many cases there are delays when extracting data
which in turn leads to further delays and affects processes such as underwriting, authentication and
claims settlement as well.

Now that we are in the digital era, organisations are seeking technology solutions to streamline the entire
document processing. And this is where ‘Intelligent Document Processing ” emerges. Advances in
Intelligence (AI) and Intelligent Character Recognition (ICR) have made it possible today to scan, read,
analyse, capture relevant information from the various documents [across formats] just like, or better
than humans do. This technology is what we call ‘Intelligent Data Processing’ [IDP] , which is gaining
popularity across industries.

Challenges in an all-human intervention model
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Intelligent Document Processing is a form of Intelligent Automation (IA) where technologies such as
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Processing (NLP) and/or Intelligent
Character Recognition (ICR) are introduced into the document processing system to speed up the entire
process, reduce the amount of errors and dependency on human intervention. This works wonders in
companies that receive high volumes of data [structured & unstructured] across orders, invoices,
customer communication, and so on, which often cannot be processed using end to end automation
tools.

The emergence of Intelligent Automation offers insurers the tools to a challenge they were grappling
with. Apart from IDP, insurers now can continue utilising the various digital interfaces to constantly offer
improved customer experiences.

How Intelligent Document Processing is an integral part
of Digital Transformation

15- 20 years
the average age of an
insurance policy
administration
systems

56%
Of insurance CIOs who say
improving operational efficiencies
is a key business issue for them

60%
of senior insurance executives think insurers
lag behind other financial services firms in the
drive for digitization and automation.

90%
of unstructured
documents that are
processedmanually

Upto 30%
Claims efficiency
savings due to
automation
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Intelligent document processing is where the world is headed, as it is the future of automation. IDP gives
businesses the ability to smart capture, extract, and process data from a whole range of document
formats. The solution utilises AI - based technologies such as ML, NLP, deep learning, and computer
vision, to study, classify and extract relevant information, and further validate the extracted data using
automated services and rules.

Some of the main advantages of the IDP solutions are;

The documents that insurance companies work with can be in various formats - emails, text messages,
policy related documents, agent notes, scanned images or PDF versions, which brings forth the challenge
of extracting data with accuracy. RPA tools cannot process the data from these accurately, and therefore
IDP is the only solution to address this challenge.

With IDP, insurers are able to automate the entire process - smart data capture, recognition, document
classification and data extraction across the documents provided. Smart data capture is the process of
intelligently capturing specific data and streamlining the document processing tasks.

Irrespective of the kind of document [structured, unstructured, processed, long form, electronic or
others], the main objective of IDP is to extract relevant information and do it within a short span of time.

IDP solutions

According to industry research, more than 80%of data
within any organization is unstructured, andmost of it is
locked in documents.

According to Everest Group, by the end of 2021, the IDP
market is slated to hit the USD 1.1 billionmark, [as businesses
adopt the new technology tomaintain compliance and
simplify data processing— especially large volumes of data].

Easy to set up and
deploy

Recognize and extract
relevant information
across different
document formats

Be non-invasive and
integrate seamlessly
within existing
applications
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An IDP solution is broken down into three key techniques – Pre-extraction, Extraction and Post-
Extraction.

Pre-extraction
The pre-extraction step starts with acquiring the image through various means and channels. Further, the
ingested document goes through an image pre-processing engine to enhance the quality of the
documents by applying techniques such as border detection, noise reduction, binarization, de-skewing,
andmore. When working with a set of documents that contains multiple pages, IDP can easily recognize
and classify the document being processed and can also determine the start and end of the document.
Moreover, the documents could be amix of digital as well as physical. For example, a healthcare claim
issuance typically includes multiple pages with documents such as a policy details, hospital discharge
summary, prescriptions, invoices, bank statements, ID documents, and others that need to be accurately
identified and classified.

Extraction
Once the document is classified, the next andmost significant step in the process is to extract valuable
information from the document. This step involves OCR to digitize documents and ML technologies to
extract specific data. IDP solutions have a built-in set of pre-trained extraction models, which have been
populated with the extraction fields that are typically used for the business. The fields could be – Name,
date, address, policy number, and so on. When the document is fed into the system, the relevant data is
extracted and sent for accuracy validation checks.

Post-extraction
Once data is extracted, it goes through a series of validation rules and AI-driven business rules engine to
improve the extraction results. It also involves triggering a BPM process for involving a human in the loop
to further manually verify or approve certain documents. The next and the final step is to export the
information and images of the respective databases which involves integration with ERP, CRM or legacy
systems to deliver the transformed data to the processes and systems that require it.
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An IDP solution is broken down into three key techniques – Pre-extraction, Extraction and Post-
Extraction.

By automating tasks that in the past could only have been
performed by people, IDP delivers a range of benefits that
include:

Reduced turnaround time and
increased straight through
processing (STP)
IDP can help increase business process
efficiency by implementingmultiple
validation rules and reducing human touch
points.

Enhanced operational
efficiency
automating the data processing and
organization ensures rapid delivery of
information which subsequently leads to
40–60% savings in operational costs.

Improved customer
experience
reduced processing time helps drive net
profitability and creates a differentiating
factor in the market as well.

Increased quality &
compliance
increased accuracy of document
processing leads to increase in quality of
service and since it is done with
technology, it ensures compliance
adherence.

Enhanced agility
the ability to quickly process any new
documents, or update changes in data
allows for business agility.
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IDP implementation in insurance

The entire customer journey involves exchange of information, which in most cases is paper-based. This
spans across every stage, every interaction between insurers, agents, and customers – obtaining policy
quotes, underwriting, onboarding, and claims processing. It is therefore no surprise that insurers are
looking for alternative means to ensure operations continue and business grows. While there has been
considerable progress across processes and the adoption of advanced technology, the document
handling functionality requires a higher level of automation.
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Going beyond OCR
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a technology that extracts text from images and has
been used across businesses for decades. However, when talking about insurance-related
documents, there are a few hurdles when using OCR. While it helps in extracting text, it does not
analyse or draw insights from the data captured. The company, therefore, needs to rely on
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Machine Learning (ML) to capture the data accurately, and run
analytics through it before providing usable andmeaningful insights to insurers in underwriting
and other functionalities. Insurers can then offer better underwriting services, and increase
customer satisfaction levels.

Better customer experience
The focus today is to offer enhanced customer experience and this includes real-time updates.
With an IDP solution offering an intelligent capture tool, customers can quickly scan and share
the required documents digitally.
The system is safe and secure, helping build trust between customers and the company.
On the other hand, insurers can use IDP to automate and speed up document processing,
especially when dealing with large volumes of data of varied document types. It increases speed
tomarket, gives them the leverage needed for new business, and offers top-notch customer
service which will subsequently lead to customer retention and upselling opportunities.

Data security and easy access
Through digital document processing, enterprises across sizes can complete their digital
transformation journey without worries. Converting paper-based documents into digital
provides safe and secure storage, easy retrieval, and access to all parties involved. An industry
report states that while most are moving to digital storage, 77% of millennial workers still feel
paper/physical documents will continue to play a crucial role, at least for the next five years. This
might be a challenge that insurance enterprises need to work on resolving.

Intelligent document processing is
slowly but steadily gaining
traction. It is reinventing the entire
document handling system across
the enterprises. Here are a few
reasonswhy organisations are
increasingly adopting an IDP
solution:
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Compliancemade easy
Like all businesses, insurance is controlled by regulations and compliance policies. With the help
of IDP, insurers canmaintain records and data in an organisedmanner which helps meet all the
guidelines laid out. What sets IDP apart from other solutions is the speed and accuracy, which
allows optimisation of resources and focusing on other priority items.

Increased efficiency
Documents provided by customers when processedmanually involves time, resources and is
error-prone. When using IDP solutions, the documents can be processed in no time using AI &
ML capabilities. If the IDP system is unable to recognise a piece of information, it gets escalated
to a human resource and is resolved thereon. Another advantage of IDP is that it can extract
information from structured and semi/unstructured data, offering insights thereby driving
operational efficiencies.

Scalability
IDP is one of those solutions that are easy to use and can be used across all applications
processes and business units. It does not require complicated installation or integration, it
serves as a platform where documents of varied formats, sizes, and from several sources are
scanned, processed and relevant data captured. IDP is therefore a highly scalable solution.
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Questions to askwhen
evaluating any IDP solution:

1) Does it create digital images from the
documents received into the system
(from across devices- mobile, email, web,
apps, fax, scanners, files/folders, and
other web services)?

2) Can you capture data from back-office
customer support centers, remote offices
and customers?

3) Can the solution automatically classify
and segregate the documents to
determine their source, and which
category they belong to?

4) Would it automatically extract and
validate the data from across documents,
and automate manual tasks?

5) Will the solution intelligently automate
any document type (orders, invoices,
applications, enrolment and claim
submissions, mails and bank
documents)?

6) Does it leverage AI and ML capabilities
to complete processes in a short amount
of time?

7) Can it manage and process extraction
of data from across countries and
currencies?
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By integrating IDP into their existing business workflows,
companies can boost their internal capabilities, process
efficiencies and subsequently improve job satisfaction
for their taskforce. IDP will play a crucial role for an
organization’s’ Digital Transformation Journey and is
going to be a sustainable solution for years to come. we
help businesses adopt a state-of-the-art AI-driven
approach to handling documents and facilitating
management tasks. We create custom-tailored software
for intelligent document recognition and processing
from scratch. It’s your time to automate the process of
retrieving and parsing valuable data from business-
related and other documents.

Neutrinos
Advantage

With Neutrinos Intelligent Document Processing (IDP)
solution you can achieve the following:

Faster turnaround time
due to increased straight-through
processing (STP).

Significant improvement in the accuracy
of data extraction from business
documents.

Accelerated document processing times
by 80%
with AI-powered automation.

Deployment in minutes.

Reduce operational expenses
y dramatically cutting costs to process
large volumes of data.

Ensure compliance
with stringent industry regulations.

Customizable UI
to define customer journeys.

Highly scalable.
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Eliminate data entry errors
by automating key aspects of capturing
and extracting data.

Increase business velocity and avoid risks
with better visibility and insights into
enterprise data hidden in documents.

Best in class security
and data management.

Seamless integration
with core systems.

Available
on-premise and cloud.

Talk to Us

https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/
https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/


Neutrinos is a Multi-experience Development company that offers a platform to ideate,
transform, and build complex enterprise applications within days – or sometimes hours.
Neutrinos is headquartered in Singapore and has operations across South Africa, South East
Asia, India, and the USA.
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